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Abstract
The purpose of the thesis is to present a foundation for selecting an appropriate model while building a 
concurrent network server, focusing on a comparison between a select() based server and one thread for 
each connection. 

The test conducted herein is based two echo servers ( the message sent is echoed back to the sender ) 
and the time they take to serve a number of clients. The programs written for it are run on both 
Windows and Linux to show if the choice of platform affects the methods efficiency. Also looking at 
the return time of select() when we have a number of sockets, as well the time it takes to create a set 
number of threads.

The conclusion drawn in this thesis is that for up to 512 sockets there is really no significant difference 
in the time it takes for the test program to return, this was true for both the Windows and the Linux test. 
Note however that the threading implementation requires much more memory than the select based 
one. So in the end it is basically up to personal preferences.
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Introduction

Background
There are many ways to handle multiple connection to the same server, two of those are; select(), 
where you use one process for all connections and handle them when they are ready. Another way is to 
create a new process for each new connection. The C10K problem [1]  site mentions these and others 
ways of dealing with multiple connections in a great more detail.

These two approaches are interesting since in the firstly one we find select() which is available on a lot 
of platforms. Second we have the “one process for each client (classic Unix approach, used since 1980 
or so) “ [1] which Stevens [2] also mentions as “The simplest way to write a concurrent server under 
Unix...”.

Going to focus on select() and threads, select since it is available on many platforms and threads so that 
it is possible to share the memory between the clients. select() is defined in POSIX.1-2001 and 
4.4BSD.

With select() it is possible to receive status updates from a number of sockets, getting notified when a 
socket is ready. [11]

The advantages with threads is that you share the same memory and the thread is only active when it 
has something to do. Some general state changes can be seen in the slides from D.J Foreman [13].

There is not much information when it comes to servers that keeps many connections open at all times, 
most of the tests are for http-servers that is required to respond fast and handle a lot of requests at once.

Problem discussion
Threading can be harder to implement since there is also the need to avoid deadlocks and data 
corruption. Select() have the advantages that it is runs one client at a time so you don't need to worry 
about locking and corrupt data.

A problem select does have is that it needs to check all the file descriptors you send it, with more 
descriptors you need to check the longer time select will take to scan them all. 

Another thing is that each thread must have its own stack which could be a problem if you have a lot of 
threads, simple example 256 threads with a stack of 2046kb will add up to 512mb. ( 256 threads * 2mb 
stack = total stack space of 512mb). The default stack size as reported by “ulimit -s” reports 8192 on 
Ubuntu/Linux and 2046 on Windows XP ( using msys ).

So with that, which one the two is faster when a lot of concurrent connections are active?

Purpose/Problem domain 
The purpose with this thesis is to find out if there is any performance reason to select threads over 
select or select over threads for up to 512 concurrent connections. The limit for 512 sockets is decided 
because of the limited memory available on the test computers. Since 512 threads and a 2mb stack 
would fill up the 1gb of RAM they are equipped with and would in turn cause disk swapping and 
would in that way influence the testing of threads.
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Research query/hypothesis
The main question is; Which is better for concurrent connections, threads or select?

Some subordinate questions that are relevant are,

How long does it take to create a thread? 

How is the performance on Threading vs Select when the data is independent of each other?

If we use locking after each read will threading be equal to select?

How long does select take to return?

Limitations
The test has been run on Windows and Linux on two Intel Core 2 Due at 1.86GHz and 1GB of RAM. 
The thread library that was used is POSIX threads, POSIX Threads (pthreads) for Win32 [5] on 
Windows and NPTL on Ubuntu/Linux ( “getconf GNU_LIBPTHREAD_VERSION” reports  NPTL 
2.6.1 )

The test have been run for the set of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 200, 256, 300, 400 and 512 sockets.

Target audience
The imagined audience of this paper is people with some networking experience and an interest in 
implementing a server with multiple persistent connections. The paper will assume knowledge about 
sockets, threads and select(). 

If there is still an interest in reading this paper even if they don't fit in the target audience some books 
that would help are; Unix Network Programming Networking APIs: Sockets and XTI, Volume 1,  by 
W. Richard. Stevens [2] and Real-Time Systems and Programming Languages by Alan Burns and 
Andy Wellings [12].
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Method

Choice of method
The decision was made to implement two simple echo servers with both threading and select and then 
connect the clients to these servers. Then measure the time on the clients to return.

This way we can test how long it takes for select to return on a number of sockets. It will also give 
select the problem of all connected sockets at the same time. So that we can see the select loop work, 
which is really where the two models goes apart. 

General flow of the test

Test set 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 200, 256, 300, 400 and 512 sockets

1. For each number of sockets in the set

1. Run the test client to a test select server

2. Run the test client to a test thread server

3. Check the time to create X number of threads

4. Check the return time of select

The general flow of the test client

1. Connect all sockets

2. Start the timer

3. Start sending the data

1. When the server has gotten the whole message it echoes it back

4. Receive all it sent

5. Check the timer

Motivation of method selection
It's simple to implement an echo server as threading and a select loop. Since it just echoes back the data 
sent to it it's simple to see when all the data is received at the client. This also makes the program 
smaller and less things that might impact the test.

Alternative methods
This test does not say anything about how long one client take, nothing of his time to connect and so 
on, so another thing to look at would have been how long it takes for each client instead of a total 
number of clients. Something like start timer, connect, send data, receive data, close, stop timer.

Another thing that would have been possible is to write two simple “semi” http-servers that does not 
really implements the protocol but returns a well formed http message for each request, and then use 
already available test programs as the client. The web page “Software QA and Testing Resources 



Center” at http://www.softwareqatest.com/ have a lot of such programs for use [10].

Theory
From what I have heard but not really seen a result of was that select would start to bog down around 
300 and that the threading solution would perform better at that point. The reason for this thought is 
that select()'s fd_set is a bit field on some platforms that needs to be passed to the kernel back and 
forth, so after an certain point select() will slow down, because of the size of the data moved to kernel.

The select() implementation on a Linux 2.6.24 [6] kernel resides in fs/select.c where we amongst other 
things have sys_select() and core_sys_select(). sys_select() copies and converts the time then calls 
core_sys_select which copies the fd_sets containing our sockets from user space to kernel space inside 
get_fd_set() ( include/linux/poll.h ) and then back again to user space inside set_fd_set(). Jared Kwek 
describes select() on a 2.4.2 Linux kernel in more detail in his paper “An Implementation of select() 
Linux System Call Running on the Cal Poly Intelligent Network Interface Card Platform” [7]. This 
paper also describes select in more detail.

So with a bigger and bigger size of the fd_set ( more open sockets ) there will be more data that needs 
to be copied to and from kernel/user space.

For more information about select and network programming in general a good book to read would be 
Unix Network Programming Networking APIs: Sockets and XTI, Volume 1,  by W. Richard. Stevens 
[2].

The things that makes threads interesting is that they are only active when they have something to do. 
So in this case when they are waiting for data they block and goes to sleep until data arrives, and as 
such does not occupy the CPU when there is no data available. The state changes for a thread/process 
is described in more detail in Figure 8.1, p234 in Real-Time Systems and Programming Languages 
[12]. This can not be said about select() that still must check all the sockets in the fd_set.

Previous research
Web Server Comparisons [3] have compared a bunch of web servers their graphs covers up to 250 
simultaneous users and up to 1ms. Zeus small, mathopd, thttpd small, Boa small, the four first  servers 
according to the graph all runs select according to the page [3]. Though they performed similar to the 
other servers on the CGI load test.

Felix von Leitner made some similar tests in Scalable Network Programming[4] where he compared 
the HTTP request latency on Linux for fork() and pthread_create(). pthread_create() started out faster 
than fork but at around 400 it passed fork(). fork() stayed on about the same latency from 200 up to 
1200 open connections. So using pthread_create() under 512 connections seemed like a good idea. He 
also had a test on latency for connect(), socket() and other things.

Leitner's tests and graphs is mostly focused on up to 10000 processes and connection.

http://www.softwareqatest.com/


Analysis
When implementing the test programs on Windows and Linux there where sveral things to consider. 
The first that comes to mind is the size of the fd_set which at the start is limited to 1024 on Linux 
which is no problem but on Windows it is limited to 64 by default. This was worked around by 
defining FD_SETSIZE to 1024 before including winsock.h.

Another thing that is differs is the socket type, on UNIX sockets handles are small, non-negative 
integers, but on windows they use a new type SOCKET [8] defined in Visual Studio 2005 as an 
unsigned integer. 

The fd_set used by select() was also changed from a bitfield in UNIX to an array on Windows [8][9]

On Windows in Winsock2.h
typedef struct fd_set {
  u_int fd_count;
  SOCKET fd_array[FD_SETSIZE];
} fd_set;

On Linux 2.6.24 in linux/posix_types.h
typedef struct {

unsigned long fds_bits [__FDSET_LONGS];
} __kernel_fd_set;

But since the test program only used the FD_XXX macros [8][9] this was no problem, but was 
something that was worth noting since it might change the behavior of the test. 

The Result
On Windows the test result where almost identically, select having a bit more spread but around the 
same location, on Linux the result was that select was marginally faster than the threads



Windows
Sockets Threads Select Difference Thread / Select

2 0.0009s 0.0015s 0.0006s 0.61
4 0.0022s 0.0021s 0.0001s 1.05
8 0.0043s 0.0042s 0.0001s 1.02

16 0.0078s 0.0080s 0.0002s 0.98
32 0.0147s 0.0151s 0.0005s 0.97
64 0.0329s 0.0336s 0.0007s 0.98

128 0.0658s 0.0688s 0.0030s 0.96
200 0.1053s 0.1089s 0.0036s 0.97
256 0.1387s 0.1440s 0.0053s 0.96
300 0.1600s 0.1753s 0.0153s 0.91
400 0.2117s 0.2442s 0.0325s 0.87
512 0.2765s 0.2887s 0.0122s 0.96

Table 1: Overview of the return time on Threads and Select on Windows

Linux
Sockets Threads Select Difference Thread / Select

2 0.0003s 0.0003s 0.00001s 1.04
4 0.0004s 0.0005s 0.00006s 0.88
8 0.0009s 0.0009s 0.00001s 0.99

16 0.0018s 0.0018s 0.00005s 1.03
32 0.0040s 0.0032s 0.00084s 1.26
64 0.0064s 0.0061s 0.00035s 1.06

128 0.0146s 0.0118s 0.00275s 1.23
200 0.0202s 0.0181s 0.00213s 1.12
256 0.0250s 0.0230s 0.00200s 1.09
300 0.0279s 0.0264s 0.00151s 1.06
400 0.0367s 0.0350s 0.00170s 1.05
512 0.0470s 0.0435s 0.00345s 1.08

Table 2: Overview of the return time on Threads and Select on Linux



Windows Graphs

Each dot is one test run. There have been 10 test runs for each number in the set.

Full graph over the test on a machine running Windows XP.

Overall select have a bigger spread on the result on 512 sockets 0.106s between the biggest and the 
smallest ( 0.252s to 0.358s) while the threads had a range of 0.061s (0.250s to 0.311s)

Over all the time for the server to complete was about the same, with select being just slightly slower.
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Figure 1: Graph for the test run for up to 512 sockets on Windows



A subset of the bigger graph in Figure 1: Graph for the test run for up to 512 sockets on Windows 
ranging from 0 up to 64 sockets.

This subset also shows the same thing as the bigger graph above, bigger spread on select but fairly 
similar in speed. So again no real clear winner for up to 64 sockets either.
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Figure 2: Graph for the test run for up to 64 sockets on Windows



Each dot is one test run. There have been 10 test runs for each number in the set.

The threads used are POSIX threads for Win32 [5]
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Figure 3: The time it takes to create X threads, Windows



Each dot is one test run. There have been 10 test runs for each number in the set.

Up to 512 sockets the curve looks predictable but at 512 the return time of select is very spread out.
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Figure 4: The return time for select and the time to loop through and check the whole list, Windows



Linux Graphs

Each dot is one test run. There have been 10 test runs for each number in the set.

The above graph shows the test run on a machine running Ubuntu Linux with a 2.5.22 r14 kernel.

At 512 sockets the spread of the lowest/highest return time was for threads 0.008s and 0.006s for select. 
Taking the average at 512 we got that select was 0.003s faster then threads.
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Figure 5: Graph for the test run for up to 512 sockets on Linux



Each dot is one test run. There have been 10 test runs for each number in the set.

A subset of the bigger graph in Figure 5: Graph for the test run for up to 512 sockets on Linux ranging 
from 0 up to 64 sockets. The subset shows the same as the bigger graph, select being a bit faster at the 
higher sockets. One thing though is that is that it is not until 16 sockets that lines starts to go apart.
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Figure 6: Graph for the test run for up to 64 sockets on Linux



Each dot is one test run. There have been 10 test runs for each number in the set.

Creating X threads on Ubuntu Linux with a 2.6.24 r14 kernel using NPTL 2.6.1 as it's threading 
library.
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Figure 7: The time it takes to create X threads, Linux



Each dot is one test run. There have been 10 test runs for each number in the set.
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Figure 8: The return time for select and the time to loop through and check the whole list, Linux



Analysis, result and interpretation
After a run on the Ubuntu machine:

Thread Select
VmPeak 1140232 kB 68936 kB

Table 3: VmPeak on Linux for Threads and Select

The threading implementation takes up around 1gb memory at it's peak, this was with a stack size of 
2048 and 512 threads as max.  Select taking up around 67mb, 6% the size of the threads.

Why the spread on the tests? First of the biggest spread we had was 0.106s around 1/10th of a second. 
There could be many explanations for this; Might have been interrupted by the system scheduler that 
wants to run some system services or some other background program that was not part of the test and 
this would increase the test time.

Another thing that might have impacted on the difference in time is disk swapping, at the peak the 
threading solution used 1.08gb and since the test computers only had 1gb of memory some memory 
swapping are unavoidable so this might have affected the result as well.

Both of these in combination could also have caused the spikes. Say that first we swap out another 
programs memory to disk then we get interrupted by the scheduler that lets that program run. Now that 
program needs to load it into memory from disk again.

On the Linux test we can say how the select system call is implemented since we have access to the 
source code. On Windows it is different since we only got access to the header files for the functions. 
So on Windows it might even be a similar implementation on both of them.



How long does it take to create a thread? 
See Figure 3: The time it takes to create X threads, Windows, Figure 7: The time it takes to create X 
threads, Linux

How is the performance on Threading vs Select when the data is independent of each other?
Both Select and threads shows about the same time for service the same number of sockets. On 
Windows select is slightly slower then the threads, but on Linux it's a bit faster. See for full graphs

Figure 1: Graph for the test run for up to 512 sockets on Windows

Figure 5: Graph for the test run for up to 512 sockets on Linux

Windows have a bigger spread then on Linux as well.

Thread Select Difference Thread /  
Select

Windows 200 sockets 0.105 0.108 0.003s 0.97
Linux 200 sockets 0.0202 0.0181 0.0021s 1.12
Windows 512 sockets 0.276 0.289 0.013s 0.96

Linux 512 sockets 0.0470 0.0435 0.0035s 1.08

Table 4: Short overview on the return times for select threads from Table1

If we use locking after each read will threading be equal to select?
After having run the above test with independent data with no locking and threads performing equal or 
worse then select, using locking after each read will only slow it down.

How long does select take to return?
On Linux the selects return time seems to increase exponentially, while on Windows it looks linear. 

See

Figure 4: The return time for select and the time to loop through and check the whole list, Windows

Figure 8: The return time for select and the time to loop through and check the whole list, Linux

Which is better for concurrent connections, threads or select?
The test showed in Figure 1: Graph for the test run for up to 512 sockets on Windows and Figure 5: 
Graph for the test run for up to 512 sockets on Linux indicated that there is no real difference on the 
two ways.



Conclusions / Discussion

Recommendations
The graphs earlier showed that there was no real difference on select and threads for the time 
measurements when it came up to 512 sockets, but when it came to memory usage the threads lost 
badly. So when it comes to choosing a what to use, it really comes down to “What are you more 
comfortable with?”

Personally I would recommend using select for up to 512 sockets, these tests shows that there is not 
real difference. Web Server Comparisons [3] also shows the top four servers being select based. And 
even with a small stack for the threads it will still be a considerable amount. Even more reason to chose 
select if you need some kind of communication between the connections with mutual exclusion 

One thing to note if choosing threading is to specify a stack size, with more and more connections the 
size adds up. In the first version of the test the stack size was specified to high and that caused the 
machine to run out of RAM so that the swap file had to be used, which in turn caused the computer to 
saw. This showed up in the test as spikes in the graphs. In that particular test the spikes showed up most 
notable around 200-256 connections.

If we know that only a few sockets will send data at the same time, threads might be a good choice 
since they will only be active when there is something to read.

Applied methods, a critical perspective
As the test has only been run on a Intel Core 2 Duo it really does not say anything how the same test 
would perform on a multi processor machine, or for that mater one with more cores.

Future Research
This thesis did not bring up anything on the latency for one client nor anything about how threading or 
fork() would perform on a multi processor system or a system with more cores. Another thing is that it 
just took a look at Windows / Linux and portable solutions like select() and threads. It would be 
interesting to see similar things done for poll(), epoll(), kqueue, fork(), and native threads for the host 
OS.

Another thing that would have been interesting to see is how the same test would have performed on an 
older computer say a Pentium III. Would select() have an advantage there? Or even how this would 
have performed on a mac.
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